Disregarding for the moment all questions of convergence of the series and permissibility of term by term differentiation and integration, the two systems (1.1), (1.2) and (1.4) , (1.5 ) are equivalent; so that a 496 GERTRUDE I. HELLER partial differential equation has thus been reduced to an (albeit infinite) system of ordinary differential equations.
D. C. Lewis [1] , has put this method on a rigorous basis for secondorder differential equations of the form where the functions /, g and 0 are assumed to satisfy certain conditions which are stated below. Lewis constructs a system of solutions X n (t) of the infinite system of the type (1.4), (1.5) corresponding to (1.7), (1.8) and proves that the function
u(y, *) = S Xn(t) sin (ny)
n-l is (in a certain generalized sense) a solution of (1.7), (1.8) .
Following a suggestion of D. C. Lewis to generalize his result, the present paper does so by applying his method to operators in Hilbert space.
After introducing the notation and definitions of § 2, we establish in § 3 some results concerning solution of the equation Tu = 0 where T is a (non-linear) operator in Hilbert space. T is of the form T -L -SN where L and N are linear, and S satisfies a Lipschitz condition-with respect to a "partial norm," which assigns to an element of the Hilbert space a real-valued function rather than a real number.
Sections 4, 5 present, as applications, Lewis' theorem and some existence theorems for non-linear higher order partial differential equations of the form We will conclude this introduction by restating Lewis' result for later reference: THEOREM (D. C. Lewis). Let 0(p 1 ,p 2 ,u,y,t) positive constant 6 such that (1.9) I 0(p 19 p 2 , u, y, t) has a unique solution u (y, t) in the generalized sense explained below, defined for 0^y^7c,0^t^a, which satisfies the boundary conditions
be a real-valued function defined and uniformly continuous in y and t in a domain
(1
.11) u(0, t) = u{n, t) = 0 , u(y, 0) = f(y) , B
y solution in the generalized sense is meant that (in the domain 0 ^ y ^ 7T, 0 <^ t ^ a) u(y, t) is continuous, the first partial derivatives of u exist almost everywhere, and there exists a sequence of functions u n (y, t) , each of class C" for 0 ^ y ^ n, 0 g t ^ a such that lim u n (y, t) -u(y, t) uniformly in y and t on (0 g y ^ 7r, 0 ^ ^ <;) n-»oo Jo\ 0£ SJ dy dy uniformly in ^ on (0 < ^ < a) dy /J dt dy 2. Notation and definitions* Greek and small latin letters denote: real numbers; real-valued functions; and elements of Hilbert space, function spaces, and measure spaces. Capital latin letters denote subsets of, and operators defined in, these spaces. The symbols e,c,U,n, {#!•••} resp. have the usual meanings: element of, subset of, union, intersection, the set of elements X for which • • • holds, resp.
The abstract space considered here is a complete and separable Hilbert space H over the field of real numbers. The inner product of two elements u, v of H will be denoted by (u, v) ; the norm of u by \\u\\.
If u n is a sequence of elements of H, converging (in the norm) to an element u of H, that is, if lim w _oo||w -u n \\ -0, then we denote this by u n -> u. Hue H, and p is a positive real number, then C p (u) denotes the closed /0-neighborhood of u: C p (u) = {v\\\v -u\\^ p}.
Let I be any measure space (a set with a completely additive, nonnegative measure ft defined on some <r-ring of subsets of /), with finite total measure o\ fi(I) = a < oo. Let L\I) have the usual meaning of the set of real-valued functions defined and square-summable on I. Two such functions /, g which are equal almost everywhere (everywhere with the possible exception of a set of measure zero; in notation, p.p.) are identified and considered to represent the same element of L\I); thus, strictly speaking, the elements of L\I) are not functions but equivalence classes of functions.
The scalar product and norm in L\I) are defined in the usual way:
By /"->/ we shall mean lim^ ||/-/ n || = 0; by /"->/ (p.p.) we shall mean, as usual, that for almost all t e I, lim^oo f n (t) = /(£); by f*-*f uniformly p.p. we shall mean that f n (t) converges to f(t) uniformly on a subset of I whose complement has measure zero.
If / e L\I) and a is a real number such that f{t) S a (p.p.) then a is said to be an essential upper bound of /. The essential maximum of f(t), denoted by e.m. /, is defined as the greatest lower bound of the set of all essential upper bounds of /. With this notation, f n -+f uniformly p.p. if and only if e.m. |/ -f n \-»0. DEFINITION 
To see this, first note that lim^^oo \\u n -u k \\ -0 and hence ^n is a Cauchy sequence (with respect to the "ordinary" norm). Then, by the completeness of the space H (again with respect to the "ordinary" norm), there must exist a unique u e H such that u n -> u.
Then, by Remark 2.III.2. there exists a subsequence u n]c such that Z{u -u nj ) -> 0 (p.p.) as k -> oo. Clearly, by 2.I.2.,
Letting j and k go to oo, we get lirrij^Ziu -u 5 ) -0 (p.p.). To show that the convergence is uniform p.p., note that 
We conclude this section with a brief review of some of the standard terminology in operators, linear manifolds, etc.
By an operator T in H is meant a mapping which assigns to each element u of a certain subset of H, a unique element Tu of H. The domain of definition of T is denoted by D(T); the raw#e of T, that is, the set of elements Tu, is denoted by R(T); the nullspace of T, that is, the set of elements u e D(T) for which Tu = 0, is denoted by <yV"{T).
If T, T lf T 2 , • • • are operators and a is a real number, then the operators aT, T x + T 2 , :Z\T 2 , lim^T,, are defined as follows:
ists} , If A and B are disjoint linear manifolds, then the projection of A 0 B onto A along B is the linear continuous operator P defined by: D(P) = A 0 B; if u 6 A, ve B, then P(u + v) = u. Note that P is idempotent: P 2 = P. If A is a closed linear manifold, then the orthogonal projection onto A is the projection of H onto A along the orthogonal complement of A (that is the set {u \ (u, v) = 0 for all v e A}).
A linear operator T is said to be reduced by a closed linear manifold G if PT c TP, where P denotes the orthogonal projection onto G. 
Let L be a linear operator, A a linear manifold <zH such that D(L) = A®^T(L

3.1.5(a). 0 e B c D(S)
and
3.L5(c).
If u e B n C p (0), Su = Lv, and v -0 e A, tAen i; e B. Then there exists a unique solution u of the system
27m solution u will belong to C p {4>) n -B. Now note that the equation
has exactly the same solutions as the system (3.1). For, suppose first that u satisfies (3.2). Then
But L<£ = 0; and since LKczI, LKSu = Su. Thus (L -S)w = 0 and % satisfies (3.1). Conversely, let u be a solution of (3.1) . Then Su = Lu e R(L) = Z)(if) and JKBto = iiTLw = Qu = u -</>. Thus u satisfies (3.2) .
We shall prove the theorem by showing the existence and uniqueness of solutions to equation (3.2) . We shall prove the existence by the method of successive approximations.
Define a sequence of elements of
is defined and is an element of
Further, using 3.1.2, 3.1.3, Remarks 2.III.4 and 2.III.5, and the definition of p in 3.1.5.(a), as well as our inductive assumption, 
it is clear that lim^,^^ ||% (fc) -u {n) \\ 2 -0 and hence by Remark 2.III.3 there exists a unique u e H such that Z (u -u (n) ) -> 0 uniformly p.p. Then it follows from 3.1.5(b) that u e B. Obviously, u e C p (</>). Hence by 3.
hence KSu {n) -* ift?w. Now taking the limit as w -> ^ on both sides of the second equation in (3.3), we get u = 4> + KSu. Thus % satisfies (3.2) .
We must still show that the solution of (3.2) is unique. Suppose, on the contrary, the existence of two solutions u, v. Then u -v = K(Su -Sv), and hence
But aP < 1; hence it follows that || u -v || = 0 and u = v.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
THEOREM 3.II. It is now easily seen that the system (3.4) is equivalent to the system
3.II.1. Let L, N be linear operators, A a linear manifold such that D(L)
-A © ^T(L). Let D(L) c D(N). 3.II.2(a).
3JI.5(a). </>eBczD(SN) and S(NB
in the sense that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the solutions of (3.4) and the solutions of (3.5), the correspondence being given by v = Nu. We wish to prove that the system (3.4) has a unique solution. We shall do this by showing that L 1 = LN~\ A 1 = NA, S, <P = N<f>, B 1 -NB satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.1. Then we can apply that theorem and this will give us the existence and uniqueness of solutions of (3.5), which we have seen to be equivalent to the existence and uniqueness of solutions to (3.4 We now want to show that % satisfies (3.6). Clearly there exists a sequence of elements v n e A such that v n -*u -<t> and Lv w -> L'w. Now let u n = v n + 4> n (see 3.III.4). Then We must still prove the uniqueness of "solutions" of (3.6). Let u, v be two such "solutions." Thus, u -0 e A', v -<£ 6 A r , and there exist sequences of elements 
3.IV.0. Let Gi G 2 , • • • be a sequence of pairwise orthogonal closed linear manifolds whose direct sum is H. Let P n denote the orthogonal projection onto G n . Suppose that the partial norm Z and the subspaces G n are related as follows: for any u e H, (Zuf = ± (ZP n uf
(p.p.) .
3.IV.l(a). Let L, N be linear operators, A a linear manifold such that D(L) = A © ^r(L). Let D(L) c D(N).
3.IV.l(b). Let L and N be reduced by each G n , n = l,2, ••• (P n L c LP ny P n Nd NP n ). Suppose that P n A a A, for n = 1,2, -•-. Suppose that ^(L) n G n is closed, for n = 1, 2, 3.IV.2(a). Suppose there exists a constant y such that for any u e A we have (ZNuf
^ y\\Lu\\ 2 (p.p.).
3.IV.2(b). Suppose there exists a constant (3 such that for any u e D(N) we have Zu ^ fiZNu (p.p.). 3.IV.3. Let S be an operator in H, with D(S) Z) R(N). Suppose there exists a constant a < 1/r, where F = max (7, o), such that for any u, v e D(S) we have Z(Su -Sv) S ccZ(u -v) (p.p.). 3.IV.4. Let (/> be an element of ^j/~(L f ) n D(SN), where U denotes the restriction of ^n=iLP n to D(££ =1 LP n ) D D(N); suppose that
S?=i-MfW> -^ N4> as n -> co.
3.IV.5. Suppose there exists a set Be H with the following properties:
3.IV.5(a). <f>eBaD(SN) and SNBaR(L')
(where U is defined in 3.IV.4); From the last two paragraphs it follows that 4'© t/ //'(iv')cD(L').
3.IV.5(b). If u y v e H, u n e D(N) for n = 1, 2, • • •, u nz -+ u and Nu n -^-> v, then u e D(N) and Nu -v. If in addition u n e D(U) n B and Nu n e C p (N</>) for n
We must still show D(Z/) c A' © ^r(U).
To see this, let u be any element of £>(!/). Then for n = 1, 2, • • •, P w u e D(L) -A © ^T(L) (by 3.IV.l(a)). Hence there exist elements v n e A, w w 6 ^//"(L), such that P w^ -v n + w n . Clearly, since any projection is idempotent, P n u = Plu -P n v n + P n w n \ P n v n 6 A by 3.IV.l(b), LP n w n = P n Lw n = 0 or P w^w e ^"(L).
But the representation of an element of A © *yK ^^ as a sum o f an element of A and an element of ^f^(L) is unique, so P n v n -v n and P n w n -w n . That is, v nf w n e R(P n ) = G n . Further, by 3.IV. as was to be proved. It is immediately seen that the remaining conditions of Theorem 3.II. are satisfied. Hence we can apply that Theorem and obtain the existence of a unique solution u of (3.9) (
We shall now prove the equivalence of (3.8) and (3.9) . Suppose first that u satisfies (3.9). Let u n = £?=iity-Clearly u n = J£ =1 Prf> e A and hence, by 2.1.2, 3.IV.0, 3.IV.l(b) and 3.IV.2(a),
Thus from 3.IV.4. it follows that Nu n > Nu. Also we know from Theorem 3.II. that the only solution of (3.9) belongs to BczD(SN); hence by 3.IV.3. and Remark 2.III.5., it follows that SNu n ->SNu.. Therefore
Hence u satisfies (3.8) .
Conversely suppose u e B to be a solution of (3.8) . Thus, we suppose that u -<f> e A', and that there exists a sequence of elements u n 6 D(L -SN) such that Nu n -^-> i V% and (L -SN)u n -> 0. From 3.IV.3. and Remark 2.III.5. it then immediately follows that SNu n -+-SNu; hence also Lu n ->SNu. Note that by 3.IV.5(a) SNu e SNB c R(L'); hence there exists v e D{U) such that SNu = Uv 9 and, since we have
, it is clear that we can choose v so as to belong to A!. Then, letting Q denote, as usual, the projection of D(L) onto A along # (*; -Qu n ) ^ /3ZiV(7; -Qw B ) rg /9I/T"|| L'I; -and hence by Remark 2.III.4., Qu n ->v. Further We are interested in solutions u(y, t) of (4.1), valid for 0 ^ y ^ 7r, 0 ^ t ^ a* ^ r, which satisfy the initial conditions Under certain conditions, we shall obtain results on the existence and uniqueness of solutions, in a certain generalized sense, of the system (4.1), (4.2), (4.3). Before we give a precise definition of this, it will be useful to introduce the following notation. 
Let there be given 2m + k real-valued functions f o (y), fi(v)f -•>f2m+jc-i(y), each fi(y) being defined and of class S
2 ™**' 1 ' 1 on the interval (0 ^ y g K). Let S xr r12m±lc-l-if -\2 -dy . oL dv 2mJr1c - l - i J 4.1.3. Let h > i/7r(2m + fc)8c,
GERTRUDE I. HELLER
The sequence G n of pairwise orthogonal subspaces of H is defined as follows:
Since the functions sin (ny) are pairwise orthogonal on the interval (0 5 § y g TT), the spaces G w are clearly pairwise orthogonal. We shall use 4> n to denote sin (ny), normalized to norm 1:
The orthogonal projection of H onto G n , denoted by P nj is given by (4.5)
We define the partial norm Z as follows:
It is easily seen that Z is indeed a partial norm on H (see Definition 2.1), and that the G n 's and Z satisfy Condition 3.IV.0 of Theorem 3.IV.
We shall also consider the orthonormal basis for L 2 (Ra.) consisting of the normalized cosine functions: Recalling that is zero at y = 0 and at y = n for 2i < m (see But #"(£) also satisfies (4.12) and (4.13) and hence x n -rj n . Thus using: Lemma 4.III., we obtain, for fi -0,1, 
Then, recalling Definition 4.VI., and our assumption of a Lipschitz condition in 0
Thus we have
Note that a 1 has not yet been determined, and so far a can be any real number in the interval 0 < a <; r. If we further restrict a to then we will have aF -ay < 1, and so 3.IV.3 will be satisfied. it S « 2 (;S a ni rt(t)) J ^ l/ 7T (2m Thus, recalling 4. 1.3., <4.17) \f(y, t) I g, l/¥(2m + k)ch < h , and hence 4> e B. Also, <£ obviously belongs to . F(L'). We have already seen that ZN4> is (essentially) bounded; it is easily seen that the convergence of ~^m(ZNP n 4>f is uniform. 
